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Ii INTRODUCTION

A. Need for the Study

1. English ~ conceded 1Q l2Q' poorly taught,. The extent to
"

which English is used in life demands for it an important place

in the school curriculum. The early age at which habits are

formed justifies the teaching of English early in the school

life of the child. Many writers express the opinion that Eng

lish is an important subject in the school curriculum and that

it is not well taught. Jean H. Dukelowl emphasizes the inef

fectivet:Jess of English teaching when she says, liThe average

school graduate has too limited use of the English language,

no vocabulary, and no ability to express himself. II S. C. and

Ko C. Garrison 2 attribute this ineffectiveness of English teach

ing to a lack of interest in the subject as it is being taught.

2~ Teachers ~ not cle§! Qll certain points. The writer

is convinced that this ineffectiveness of English teaching is

due to lack of helpful literature in the field. In spite of

the existence of courses of study and the suggestions offered

by them, teachers are not clear on certain fundamental points.

They do not know what language activities to provide for the

children in carrying out the suggestions offered by the course

of study. They are uncertain about what methods to use in

building up a background ,of English. They do not have a definite

knowledge of the outcomes to be expected as evidenced by samples

1
Jean H. Dukelow, "Vitalizing Beginning English tl

, Elem-
entary English Review, Vol. 8. p. 79.

., , ,. , ~ .. (

.2S'. C.and K. C~ Garrison, pSYChOlo~±··t6·~;t~e:·',k{.~mel'i~:a;y
School SUb,1ects, PP· 242-243. ~) <::r..:, j';'~ ,:\, ~" ' ',::, '

1
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of work which are concrete material contributed by children.

The importance of these knowledges is' clearly emphasized by

Garrison and Garrison3 • They say, "Training in order to be,

effectiye must be specific. Teachers must have definite ob

jective goals in view. They must know how to attain these goals

and hoVl to talee inventories of the progress made."

3. ~ Course proposes to inrorove this situation. - The

Indiana State Course of Study in Oral and Written Expression

proposes to 'improve this 8ituation by giving the teacher def-

in i te, helpful sug,:;estions in teaching. It lists activities

to use,- describes desirable methods, and sets up a chart of

definite expected outcomes for first grade.

B. Statement of the Problem

The purpose of this study is:

1. To show through concrete examples how the Indiana

State Course of Study in Oral and Jritten Expression contri-

butes toward the accomplishment of the Goals it sets forth for

first grade.

2. 'ro evaluate the bacl,:ground of Engl j_sh built up for the

children by providing for the experiences recommended by the

State Course of Study.

3. To test the effectiveness of the English teaching done

in following the suggestions proposed by the State Course of

Study.

3S• C. and K. C. Garrison, Psychology of ~he Elementar~
School Subjects. p. 231.
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The procedures involved in solving these problems are:

1. To provide for the experiences in English suggested

by the Indiana State Course of Study.

2..To l.:eep a record of these e~periences day by day.

3. To study the material in the record for the purpose of

arriving at some tentative conclusions as to how the State

Course of Study in Oral and Written Expression may be used

most effectively.



II. SUMMARY OF PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS RELATED

TO THE PROBLEM OF ENGLISH TEACHING IN

THE FIRST GRADE

In ,order to insure continuity with previous research,

available literature in the field of the teaching of primary

English has been examined. It has been analyzed to determine

the amount of concrete material in first grade English which

is available, to determine the opinions of authorities in re-

gard to what constitutes essential language activities for this

grade, and to find the concensus of opinion concerning time

allotment. Suggestions pertaining to methods have been care-

fUlly considered. Lastly, the expected outcomes for first grade

as listed by different authors have been compared With the

Indiana State 80urse of Study. Since they were found to be

in accord, the writer has organized her program to meet the

goals set forth therein.

A. Concrete Material Available

There is available a limited quantity of concrete material

in oral and written expression illustrating the activities of

children. Kent4 gives some samples of material written by chil

dren. In the Maryl~nd School Bulletin, Dovmin5 gives s~nples

of composition work by primary children chiefly in grades two

4 _
Blanche G. Kent, B~ding Readiness fQr Written Expres

sion. pp. 12-20.

5Maryland School BUlletin, December, 1927, pp. 45-69.

4
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and three. Moor~and Betzner6 include samples of class and

individual work to illustrate the typ~s of activities reported

in the section o·f The Classroom Teacher devoted to English.

The examination of the examples of children's work reveals:

(1) that the English is based on the regular activities of the

school room, (2) that there is a close relation between Eng

lish and the content subjects, and (3) that common life-sit-

uations furnish a basis for selecting the types of English

activities to be provided.

B. Sources of Agreement

1. Language activities. There is a general agreement among

writers as to the language activities which should be provided

for first grade children in oral and written expression. Moore7

says that the approach to this complex art of self expression

is best made through the natural desires of childhood. She

classifies these desires as the desire to communicate, the

desire to record, and the desire to create. In selecting the

activities to carry out an adequate program Johnson8 points

out, "The curl"'iculum of English expression must be an activity

curr!culum and the activities chosen as the core of the curric-

ulum must be those which are found in common life experience. 1I

6
Milo B. Hillegas, et. ale The ~las~!QQill Teacher, Chicago.

The Classroom Teacher, Inc. (1927) Vol. 3. pp. 10-281.

7
Annie Moore, The Primar~ School, p. l55-l56~

8R~ I. Johnson, "Curriculum in English Expression,"
Educational Administration and Supervision, Vol. 15, p. 35.
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In applying these principles to a specific situation Bonser9

says, "The content of English is dependent on the projects

whose interests and needs are served by the speaking, reading,

and writ ing .11

GoodykoontzlO , Trelkeldll , and Troxell12 each give lists of

situations from which content material for the English exper

iences of children can be selected. These authors also point

out the desirability of making use of life situations in pro

viding for the English experiences of children. Kent13 gives

a table showing the writing experiences of children and lists

thirty-two activities which contributed to readiness for creative

writing. In the Fourth Yearbook of the Department of Super

intendence14 there is a list of life situations in which spoken

or written English is used and a list of ninety-seven language

situations likely to arise within the content subjects and

school activities.

9F • G. Bonser, Elementary School Curriculum. p. 311.

10 .
Bess Goodykoontz, "Some Factors Affecting the Elementary

English Curriculum,t1 Elementary English Review, Vol. 8, pp. 3-6.

11
A. L. Trelkeld, "Language and Composition," Fourth

Yearbook Department of Superintendence, pp. 239-288.

12
Eleanor Troxell, LanguSEe and Literature in ~ Kinder

garten and Primary Grades, Ch. II:
13

Blanche G~ Kent, Building Readiness for Written Expres~ .
.§1Qn, pp. 21.

14
..Department of Superintendence, Fourth Yearbook, pp.

259-263.
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After analyzing the opinions of authorities in regard to

what constitutes the essential languag~ activities for first

grade, the writer has compiled the following list: discussion,.
'organizing, outlining, summarizing, reporting, describing,

questioning, conversing, writing letters, posting notices,

dictating, dramatizing, and explaining. An analysis of the

same material provides the writer with the following list of.
content material from which the English experiences of children

can be selected: social studies, science, citizenship, prac

tical arts, social situations, leisure activities, nature study,

stories" poems, pictures, songs, and games.

Betzner15 studied original compositions dictated by children

from five to eight years, of age to determine the form and content

of this type of expression. Two of her recommendations which

have particularly influenced the writer in planning the English

program are the importance of providing first hand experiences,

and contact with literature as a basis for composition.

2. Time Allotment. Authorities quite generally agree with

Troxell16 that English in the first grade should be given a def-

inite time on the classroom progr~~. The opinion is unanimous

that the entire day's activities in any classroom, and especi

ally a primary room, are a series of English experiences. By

far the greater part of the English expression in the first

grade is oral with a small percent of the time devoted to

written expression.

15
Jean Betzner, Content and Form of Original Compositions

Dictated P1l Children from Five .1Q Eight Ye§.~ of ~. pp. 8-50.

16 " ,
" 'Eleanor Troxell, Language and Literature in ~ Kinder-
garten and Prima.ry Grades. p. 48.
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3. Methods .Q.f. Teaching. In order to plan the language

activities in oral and written expression in first grade, the

teacher needs a working knOWledge of childhood as a foundation

for her methods in teaching. Goodykoontzl7 recommends that the

teacher have a thorough knOWledge of the backgrounds of her

pupils. She would have it include information regarding the

economic, social, and intellectual backgrounds of the pupils.

Besides this knowledge of her children as individuals,

the teacher needs to understand the nature of childhood itself.

Millard18 makes a plea for such an understanding of childhood

when she. says, "Childhood should be allowed to express itself

without superimposed adult ideas. Lack of understanding causes

a child to become shy, talk to his pets or toys, or cease to

express himself altogether. There should be a more sympathetic

understanding of the natural beauty of child expression. It

If the teacher hopes to lead the child to make adequate

use of the English language as a medium of self expression, she

must lead him to improve his oral expression. Since the child

learns to do by doing, the teacher will do well to consider

carefully the following point made by Dukelowl9 : "One of the

important tasks of English work in the lower grades is to pro

vide an environment in which the children may talk freely and

naturally, and about things which are vitally interesting to

17
Bess Goodykoontz, "Some Factors Affect ing the Elementary

English Curriculunl,lt Elementary English Review, Vol. 8. pp.3-6.
18. .

Louise B. Millard, t1~Vhat is Childhood's Native Langua.ge?"
Elementary English Review, Vol. 8. pp. 33-34.

19
.Jean H. Dukelow, "Vitalizing Beginning English," Elemen-

tary English Review, Vol. 8. pp. 81.
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, t~em." As a result of the limited time which Moore20 found to

be devoted to free oral expression, she makes the following

recommendations, liThe only way to secure practice in oral

English 'which will be adequate from the standpoint of quantity,

variety,·· and conformity to correct and natural usage is to

have the work of the class and the school so arranged that there

shall be ample opportunity for free expression in connection

with all kinds of interesting and intrinsically valuable ac

tivities."

Young and Memmott.21 give a clear and helpful discussion

on the one-sentence, two-sentence, and three-sentence composi-

tion of the first grade child. They advocate class criticism

of the composition, but caution one not to kill enthusiasm

with too much criticism. They recommend mentioning the good

points first and stressing only one adverse criticism at a

time.

The teacher's first task, once she has gotten the child

to express himself, is to diagnose the difficulties that exist

and set about correcting the errors which are most serious

and occur most frequently. ~ost authors agree with Dukelow22

who says, "Errors are probably best corrected at the time they

are made. It Troxel123 advocates working on only one error at

2°Annie Moore, The Primary School, pp. 138-146.

2lNell J. Young, and F. W. Memmott, Methods in Elementary
English, pp. 38-74.

22Jean H. Dukelow, tlVitali zing Beg inn ing English,"
tary English Review, Vol. 8. pp. 79-80.

23 .
. Eleanor Troxell, Language ~ Literature in ~ Kinder-

garten ~ Primary Grades, Ch. II. pp. 49.
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a time while Moore24 says to select for correction a few of the

most common errors at a time. In correcting these errors

Young and Memmott:. 25 suggest correction by substitution of the

correct'for the incorrect form.

4. Outcomes. Since there is agreement as to language ac

tivities and methods to be used in teaching, it follows that

there is very little variation in opinions as to outcomes to be

expected from first grade English. Trelkeld26 and Troxel127

each give a list of carefully worked out standards of attainment

for the work. Careful comparison convinces the writer that these

lists so nearly parallel the expected outcomes given in the

Indiana ptate Course of Study that a repetition of them is

unnecess ary.

C. Summary and Conclusions

From this examination of literature in the field of the

teaching of primary English the writer concludes that there is

available a limited quantity of concrete material in oral and

written expression. There is general agreement in regard to

language activities, time allotment, methods of teaching, and

outcomes to be expected. The writer believes that there is need

for further material contributed by children showing; (1) what

is to·be expected, (2) evidence that the experiences provided

lead to'readiness in expression, and (3) objective material by

which the teacher may judge the effectiveness of her teaching.

24Annie Moo~e, The Primary School. p. 139.
25

Nell J. Young, and F. W. Memmott, Methods in Elementar~

English. p. 48.

26
A. L. Trelkeld, t1Language and Composition, n Fourth

Yearbook. Department of Superintendence, p. 239.

27Eleanor Troxell, Language a~ ~~~~rature 1n ~h~ Kinq~~-
garten ~Primat:lGrades. Ch. II. pp. 118-119.



III. DESCRIPTION OF THE STUDY

A. A Description of the Situation

Afber studying available literature in the field of prlinary

English, the writer planned the program based on the suggestions

offered in the Indiana State Course of Study in Oral and Written

Expression. An 'attempt was made to m~(e the program conform to

the opinions of authorities regarding the activities to use,

time allotment, methods of teaching, and outcomes to be expected.

In order to use the course of study most effectively the teacher

studied its suggestions in relation to the needs of the children.

Early in the school year a survey of the situation was made.

The backgrou1ds of the cbildren were studied. The writer tested

the children to determine their abilities and we~rnesses in

English expression and made an informal survey of the common

errors.

I. The Qhilqr~n. The group consisted of twenty children:

sixteen girls and four boys. Five came from homes where one

parent was a teacher or professor in the college. One child

came from a Syrian home in which English was poorly spoken.

The rest came from good average American homes. Three of the

children have no brothers or sisters. All but two had had kin

dergarten training. Two were repeating first grade work. For

the purpose of this study the children involved have been given

fictitious names to prevent identification.

The chronological ages of the children ranged from five .

years and four months to six years and ten months with the mean

chronological age six years and one month. The Detroit First

Grad-eTast and the Pintner Cunningham Primary Test were used

11
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, to aid in determining their abilities. The Intelligence

Q,uotient of each child was figured on ,the basis of each test.

An average of the I. Q.'s for each child was computed because

such a rating was believed to be more reliable than either one

alone. The I. Q.'s determined in this manner ranged from 80

to 131 with fifty per cent of the group falling between 101

and 113. The mean I. Q. was 105.8. The Chronological Age of

each child with his Mental Age and Intelligence Quotient as

determined by both the Detroit Test and the Pintner Cunningham

Test, and the Average I. Q. are given in Table I. The dis

tribution of the average I. Q.IS for the group is shown in

Figure 1.

In addition to the tests of mental ability, the writer

used a test devised by Shepherd l to determine the abilities and

weaknesses of the children. in English express ion. This was an

informal test with directions for administering and scoring.

It was use~ because the language activities tested for first

grade paralleled the activities recommended by the Course of

Study followed; that is, it provided for testing the abilities

of the children in taking part in conversations, giving or

carrying out simple directions, reporting to the group on an

assigned topic, using grammatically correct forms, doing creative

work, and showing appreciation for literature.

The results of this test showed the group as a whole to

be particularly capable in hearing and carrying out simple

directions, and choosing a favorite from stories or poems heard.

1
Lou A. Shepherd, A~~ Teaching Language and 111-

erature in the· First and Second Grades. pp.7-l9.
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TABLE I. CHRONOLOGICAL AGES MENTAL AGES MTJ) INTELLIGENCE
QUOTIENTS OF' TWENTY FIRST GRADE CHILDREN .AS :MEAS-

URED BY THE DETROIT FIRST GRADE TEST AND
THE PINTNER CUNNINGHAM PRIMARY

TEST

-
Name Chronolog- Mental l-\ge Intelligence Quotient

ieal Age
Detroityr. mo. Pintner Detroit Pintner A.verage
Test Cunningham Test Cunningham

Test Test
yr. mo. yr. mo.

Gregg 6 - 11 6 - 4 5 - a 92 83 87-"

Bobby 5 - 10 5 - 9 6 - 11 99 119 109

Martha 6 - 4 6 - 1 6
_ a

96 107 101-"

Josephine 6 - 0 5 - 9 l::: - 4 96 89 92~

Margaret 6 - 8 6 - 10 7 - 7 102 114 108

Beth 5 - 10 6 - 10 8 - 6 117 145 131

Janet 6 - 1 6 - 11 6 - 10 113 112 113

Violet 5 - 10 6 - 10 6 - 2 117 106 III

Bertha 6 - 10 7 - 0 6 _ a 102 99 101-'

Mildred 6 - 6 6 - 2 7 - 1 95 109 102

Jimmie 6 - 0 5 - 11 6 - 6 98 108 103

Lucille 5 - 4 5 - 4 5 - 4 100 100 100

Bernice 6 - 6 6 - 8 7 - 3 102 III 106

Beatrice 5 - 10 6 - 10 6 - 10 117 117 117

Anna 6 - 4 6 - 9 7 - 10 106 123 114

Martin 5 - 7 5 - 0 4 - 0 89 72 80

ZQla 5 - 4 6 - 5 7 - 2 120 134 128

Amy 5 - 10 6 - 11 6 - 7 118 113 115

Edith 6 - 9 6 - 8 6 - 4 99 94 96

Vern ice 5 - 10 6 - 3 5 - 9 107 98 102

Mean 6 - 1 6 - 4 6 - 1 104 .. 1 107.6 105.8

Standard Deviation 9.6 16.3 11.9 _
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Number of

pupils
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4
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1

0
80-89 90-99 100-109 110-119 120-129 130-139

Intelligence Quotients

Fig. 1. Distribution of I.Q.'s of twenty first grade chil

dren as measured by the combined score of the Detroit First

Grade test and the Pintner Cunningham Primary Test.
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It showed wide vocabularies for the majority of the children.

The test revealed that the children needed to improve in giving

sentences not connected with "and", in giving short original
,

stories, and in writing a few words. The abilities of the chil-

dren in the group can be largely attributed to their home back-

grounds and kindergarten training. Their weaknesses ca~ be

accounted for by lack of practice.

The test also revealed certain individual differences in

the group. Six children showed good or outstanding ability in

expression. Five children scored low in the test generally.

The results indicated that two children needed to increase their

vocabularies.

In addition to the information gained through the test,

the writer, in accordance with the suggestion at the end of the

test, made a careful check on English errors during the second

week of the term recording the errors made by each child. This

check showed the most common errors to be: "can I", Il ain 't",

and '" cause" for "because".

Other deficiencies in English usage were also noted. One

boy had a habit of slurring the endings of his words which

made ];lim hard to understand; another omitted his "I" s II in pro-

nunciation. One girl had a tendency to ramble from one sub

ject to another in her talking; another was very timid about

talking before the group.

2. The program. In view of these findings, the writer

planned the English work to enrich the children's backgrounds' of

English, to meet the outcomes suggested in the Course of Study,

to remedy the weaknesses of the children, and to correct exis

ting errors.
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Since the study was based on the Indiana State Course of

Study in Oral and Written Expression, the English work was so

planned that it adhered closely to the gUiding principles set
,

up in the Course of Study and listed below: these principles

guided the teacher in planning, executing, and evaluating the

teaching of oral and written expression.

a. Situations should be kept natural.

b. The best efforts of the children should be inspired by

a friendly atmosphere and a rich background of experiences.

c. Practice in the use of English should be provided

through the intelli[5ent use of natural language situations.

d. Oral expression should grow naturally into written

expression.

e. A diagnosis of difficulties should furnish the basis

for remedial work.

f~ Creative writing should be stimulated and encouraged.

g. Both the teacher and the child should be aware of the

progress being made.

h. Conventional usage should be presented by imitation

rather than instruction.

rhe writer attempted to provide for the children the sit

uations in which they could gain the necessary practice in the

use of the English language as a means of self expression. In

providing these situations, the types of content used vlere se

lected from the chart of expected outcomes for first grade as

given in the Course of Study. A copy of this chart will be .

found in Appendix E.

In order to reach some tentative conclusions in regard to

the problems proposed.in this study, records of the English
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, work done in accordance with the principles set up above over

a period of twenty-four weeks we~e kep~ by means of a daily

diary written at,the end of each school day. Three tY~)8S of

material were recorded: (1) the .work done in the English period,

(2) the situations arising incidentally, and (3) the spontaneous

contributions. A detailed description of one lesson of each

type was written in the diary. Similar lessons were summarized.

Sample lessons showing how the record was kept are reported in

the section devoted to reporting the material.

A twenty-minute period each day was devoted to English.

The situ~tions provided in this period were planned to meet

the needs of the children following the suggestions offered by

the Course of Study. The content material for these lessons

was selected from situations of common interest to the children.

Much of the work of this period was directly related to the

Social Studies or other room activities. Some of it was based

on the out-of-school experiences of the children.

The children had many English experiences besides those

gained during the twenty-minute period set aside for that purpose.

Occasions were constantly arising which led the children to ex

press ,themselves. Many of these expressions took the form of

conversation, discussion, reporting, letter writing, use of

technicalities, and criticism.

Free spontaneous expression on the part of the children

was at all times encouraged. Whenever there were a few spare

moments between classes, at the rest period, or before an inter

mission, any child who had something interesting to tell was

encouraged to do so. These contributions frequently consisted

in telling of an out-of-school experience.

It ~s apparent in the material recorded in the manner just
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, described and reported below that the units which served as

centers of interest during this study were Ho~e and Community

life. The greater part of the time was devoted to oral expres

sion, which involved the following types of lessons: conversa

tion, announcements, directions, reports, summaries, common

conventions, creative work, appreciation, and reproduction. The

written work took the form of letter writing, writing notices

and announcements, and writing original compositions.

3. Methods Qf teaching. In teaching these various types

of lessons,3uggested in the Course of Study, the writer con

sidered also the recommendations of various authors concerning

the best methods of teaching English to children. These have

been summarized In Chapter II. as follows: provide ample oppor

tunity for free natural expression, stress only one or two ad

verse criticisms at a time, and correct errors by substitution

at the time they are made.

The writer took advantage of every opportunity to increase

the children's vocabularies. When she was talking to the chi~

dren, she used the words which most nearly suited her purpose, .

and offered any explanation that was necessary in order that

they might understand. When the children were composing a

story, summary, or report, the teacher often suggested words

which the children understood but did not use readily. Examples

of these types of procedure will be found in the sample lessons

reported later~

Errors were corrected at the time they were made by sub~

stituting the correct for the incorrect form. The child re

peated the correct form and continued with what he had to say.

This procedure is also illustrated" in the sample lessons given
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below. In addition to this, the teacher took definite steps to

correct a few of the most common errors by explaininG the correct ,"

form and encouraging in the children the desire to :nastor It.
>

Developing the sentence sense nresented two problems:

teaching the children to 'J.se a cO:Ti)letc sentence when necessary,

and prevontin0 their use of raJl1blinc; sentences cOllnected with

numerous "ands ll
• The former ~Jroblem was appro8~ch8o_ thrcn.lsh

the composing of gro~p summaries, reports, and stories, in which

the children wore led to see the need for complete sentences

to adequately express their thoughts. The latter problem was

approac~ed through ex&uples of good sentence structure. When

the teacher gave or read directions, reports, summaries, etc.,

or when some child gave an oral report in good sentences not

connected by 11 and II, the teacher helped the children see that

such composition form was more interesting and more easily

understood than that in which the sentences were connected by

numerous lIands ll
• When the excessive use of Ifand" was present

in the speech of a child, the teacher suggested, "Leave

out the t and t ,II and permitted him to contirlU8. Il1ustr'ations

of this procedure will be found in the sample lessons which

follow.

Improving pronunciation and enunciation was an individual

rather than a group problem. As in the case of correcting

errors, the teacher substituted the correct form and the child

repeated it as he continued with his report.

In the situation just described, end with these suggestions

as to method in mind, the writer planned the English work so

that it would adhere to the guiding principles set up in the

Course of Study and accomplish as far as possible, the goals

set· up in the ,chart of expected outcomes.
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B. Plan for Reporting the Material

1. Types of Lessons taught. Th~ material which was com

oiled in the manner just described provided the writer with a- ,

record of the English experiences on which to base this study.

These experiences were classified as situations involving oral

and written expression. Those involving oral expression were

grouped under the headings: conversation, announcements~ di-

rections, reports, summaries, common conventions, creative work,

appreciation, and reproduction. Those involVing written expres-

sion were grouped under the headings: letter writing, writing

notices and announcements, and writing original compositions.

These headings with the necessary sub-headinGs were arranged

on a chart in outl in e form in ord er that a t abul at ion might be

made. Opposite each type of lanGuage activity listed on the

chart, there were blanks correspondinG to the number of school

days over which the record was kept. The types of language

activity recorded in the diary each day were indicated in the

proper blanks on the chart. Samples of each type of lesson are

reported in the chapter which follows.

A study of the data on these charts shows (1) that the

situations set up in the State Course of Study have been ade

quately met in the English experiences provided for this grade,

(2) that conversation ranks highest in frequency which is in

accord with the recommendations of research, (3) that readiness

rather than eXhibitable products was emphasized in creative e~

pression, and (4) that the relation of written to oral expression

is in proportion to the usual recommendation for first grade.
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the percentages, the three types of conversation lessons have
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This information isorocrram.
~ '-'

Table II, Chart Showing Emphases of English Teaching, gives

all the situations which provided for ~nglish express ion. Op

posite each type .of language activity is given 8., number to in-

activity to the entire English program. Figure 2 gives this

Table III, Emphases of English Teaching in First Grade Dur-

ing this Study, sunnnarized the major situations. In figuring

,
dicate the frequency with which that activity occurred in the

lessons taught. The percentages shovl the relation of each

creative worl{, appreciation, reproduction, and letter writing.

activity to the entire English

been gro~ped together. The SELine is true of reports, SULlr[1P.>ries,

The percentages given show the relation of each major type of

graphically represented in Figure 30

Table IV, Relation Betv18en Or,21 and ;lritten Expression in

the First Grade Durins this Study, groups all oral expression

as one type of English activity and all written expression as

another type of English activity. The percentages givensho'W

the relation between oral and vlri tten express ion in the English

teaching in the first grade. Figure 4 is a graphic representa-



Number of activ
ities during
the study with
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TABLE II

CHART SHOWING EIJPHASES OF ENGLISH 'l'EACHING

Types of Language Activ i ty

I. Situations involving oral expression
A. Conversation

1. Giving experiences-------------------- 27
2. P1anning------------------------------ 49
3. Solving a group problem--------------- 20

B. Announcements---------------------------- 11
C. Directions------------------------------- 11
D. Reports

1~ Group--------------------------------- 3
2. Ind i vidual-- - - - - ---------. -- -- -.--- - ---- 33

E. SUITunaries
1. Group--------------------------------- 27
2. Individual---------------------------- 10

F. Common conventiol1s-----------:··------·----- 15
G. Creative work

1. Stories
a. Group------------------------------ 5
b. Individua1------------------------- 14

2. Ridd1es------------------------------- 5
J. Poems--------------------------------- 2

H. Appreciation
1. Pictures------ - ------ -- - ---- ------ .... -- 5
2. Stories------------------------------- 69
3. Poems--------------------------------- 21

I. Reproduction
1. Dramatization--------------·----------- 10
2. Story telling------------------------- 7
3. Picture show-------------------------- 4
4. Puppet show--------------------------- 5

II. Situations involving written expression
A. Letter writing

1. Group--------------------------------- 8
2. Individual-------~-------------------- 3

B. Writing notices and announcements-------- 2
C. Writing original compositions--------------1

Totals 370
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Fig. 2. Emphases of English teaching in the first grade during
this study.
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i I. Situations involving oral expression
:1

A. Letter writing ----------------------- 2.8 %

B. Writing notices and announcements ---- 0.5 %

C. Writing original compositions -------- 1. %

100.0 %

Types of lanGuage activities
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Announcements - - - - -----,---- - - --- ------

TABLE III

Per Cent of time
given to each type
of activity

MAJOR ACTIVITI'~:S INVOLVED

DURHm THIS STUDY ACCOF.DING TO THE

,
EMPHASES OF ENGLISH TEACHING- IN FIRST GR.iIDE

Conversation -------------------------

Creative work ------------------------

Common conventions -------------------

Summaries ----------------------------

Reports ------~--------~--------------

Directions ---------------------------

H. Appreciation -------------------------

I.,Reproduction ------------------------

II. Situations involving written expression

A.

B•

C •

D •

I) Ei. •;

tl F •
"/-

G.



Fig. 3. Emphases of English teaching in the first

grade during this study according to the major

situations.
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TABLE IV

RELATION BETWEEN ORAL AND WRITTEN EXPRESSION IN

THE ENGLISH TEACHING IN THE FIRST GRADE

DURING T~IS STUDY

Per Cent of time
given to each type
of activity

Types of Language Activities

I. Situations involving oral expression ------ 95.7 %

II. Situations involving written expression -- ~3 i~

Total ---------- 100.0 %



Fig. 4. The relation between oral and written expression in

the English teaching in the first grade during this study.
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SATvTPLE LESSONS

In order that the cl.s.ssification of the English experiences

of the children may be clearly understood, the writer is includ

ing samples of each of the types of language activities indicated

on the chart and shovm in Table I. They have been selected from

the English experiences provided du~ing the daily twenty-minute

period, from the record of situations arising incidentally, and

from the sDontaneous contributions of the pupils. They are

given in the order in which they ap~)ear on the chart.

I. Situations involving oral expression.

A. Conversation.

1. Giving experiences.

The most common form of conversation lesson in

which the child related an experience was telling

about something he did during a week end or during

a vacation. On j(J:onday after the Christmas holidays,

each child was asked to think of the most interesting

thing he did during his ~acatioTI. Each child was

given an opportun i ty to taD: to the group. In order

that the experiences related miGht be made more 1n-

teresting to the audience, the follo,'11ng standards

were agreed u~on:

1. Tell about one thing.

2. Talk so all can hear.

3. Keep sentences separate. (Omit II and II • )

4. Tell things in the riGht order.

The following experiences were related:•
Zola: I got a rolling pin and a cook book. Mother
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said I could make cookies.

Martin: My brother and I played with my sister. She

didn't VlC1nt to play. We quit.

Bobby: I went to Sund ay School. I got a handkerchief.

Violet: I went to gr<:md,,10ther IS. '''-7 had chicken.de

Grandma gave me a handkerehief.

3ernice: lo,ly aunt macle illy big doll a Sunday dress.

She made a hat to match. She said the doll could

wear the dress to school.

ltcua: Christrnas 8ve I went to grand:Tla' s. Christ:nas

morning I got a doll. It has eyes that will wove.

Bertha: Daddy and I made pop corn at hO:11e. A little

girl came. She ate pop corn with us.

Martha: I didn't want a Dream Baby for Christmas.

I wanted a Tickle Toes. Santa brought a Drea111 Baby.

Jimmie: The night when Santa crune, I got a truck.

I played VIi th it.

Vern ice : 17e went to grandmother's. After supper i'18

had a Christmas tree. I got two sets of dishes.

Lucille: I got two sets of dishes. I set them on

the table.

Janet: Santa brought a doll house. I put the furni

ture in it. I played house.

Josephine: We went to grandmother's. ~e popped corn.

We put it on the Christmas tree.

Beth: Sunday I played with my doll bod. I had a

good time.
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Amy: We stayed at home. I played with my doll house.

My brother played with his train.

t Beatrice: I got skates for Christmas. Mary and I

skated.

Mildred: I went to a little girl's house. I took

my doll. We played house.

Margaret: Sunday I played with my toys. I played

with ~y doll and carnet sweeper. I got the doll

for Christmas.

Edith: Sunday we went to my aunt's. £other made

pop corn. Then we went to bed.

Other situations in which the children had occasion

to relate experiences.

Other holidays.

Red cross services.

Going to the school physician.

2. Plann ing.

In plann ing period s the children discussed the worl{

to be done. As suggestions were made, sentences were

dictated by the children and written on the board

by the teacher. For example, the children planned to

have a Valentine box. This is the summary which the

children dictated and which the teacher wrote on th~

board •

We need a cracker box.

Janet can bring one.

We want to cover it with white crepe paper.
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V'fe want to decorate it with red and white.

We can put hearts on it.

,We. want to use it for a Valentine box.

We can have a Valentine party.

Other situations in which the children had.. occasions to plan.

Social studies.

Making and furnishing the play house.

l'raking and using the equipment needed to dramatize

the work of the Civic Workers.

Making health and cleanliness posters.

~aking booklets showing the rooms in a house, the

people in a fal1ily, the foods kept in the ice

box, etc.

Planning excursions to see kinds of houses, the

post office, the fire station, the creamery, the

library, and the grocery.

Social Situations.

Planning parties.

Making Christmas gifts and decorations.

Going to chapel.

Leisure Activities.

Dramatization s,

Picture shows,

Puppet shows.

3. Solving a group problem.

Some new books had been brought over from the library.

The children were concerned about how to enjoy them and

still keep them in good condition.
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They solved their problem by formulating a list of

rules to be observed while using the books. 'I'hey asked

that the-rules be printed on a card and placed on the

reading table. These are the rules the children made.

1. Have clean hands.

2. Sit up straight.

3. Use the books carefully.

4. Read with your eyes o

5. 'fTork quietly.

6. HelD keep the book table neat.

Other problems solved in similar conversation lessons.

Social Studies.

How to repair the door step, bro:i:en windoVls, and

broken chair in the doll house.

Social situations.

HoVT to keep the room, halls, and )la.yground neat.

HOil; to play on the playground.

B. Announcements.

Announcements were usually made in connection with

some other activity. The children planned to entertain

the Second and Third Grades with a play and a l)icture

show. An announcer was needed. The children planned

what should be said. They selected the announcer by

having several children tryout, and voting for the I:l?st

capable one. She made these two announcements.

Our first number is a play called The Three

Goats.
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Janet is the little goat.

Amy is the big goat.

And'Jimmie is the great bfg goat.

Bertha is the troll.

Our next number is a picture show.

It is about TI1§. Dish Pall Slefl§,.

We made the pictures in art class.

Ed i th and Iv'1aI'garet will show the pictures.

Martha will tell the story.

other situations in which the children made announcements.

Giving a puppet show.

Giving a picture show.

c. Directions.

The children ",anted a rug for their play house.

Some 1118,terial and a frame Vlere provided. They formulated

these direction s for the "Rug COIDlilittee II to follow in

the making of the rug.

Cut the material in strips.

Sew the strips together.

Put strings up and down on the frame.

'Weave the strips of material over one string

and under the next one.

Keep the edges straight.

Other directions formulated in a similar manner:
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Hovv to use the reading chart.

H01/1 to play games.

,How to play store.

How to l:;:eep the school rOO,lj clean.

How to walk in traffic.

D. Reports.

1. Group.

Cooperative reportE:, YiC:.:re r;u:~.(1G' as needed. One 3it-

ue.tioD occurred as folloVls: The chD.dren received

a letter from the Third Greile askil1G thenl to T(1ri te

a report of SOf:1e interesting trip they had t81(el1. The

report "{vas to be usee in the Thircl Gr'D.cJ.e neVlsp21JEr.

rrhe children decided to tell about their trip to the

libre.ry. The followinG report vre.s dictated by the

children ill response to questions c:1s1ced by the teacher.

We went to the library.

~e saw many books.

Some of theEl were c1.bout fc:::.rms.

Some of them were about animals.

One of them was about i\rneliar Arm Stiggins.

Some of them were about birds.

We can read the library books.

We would like to go cl.gain.

Other situations in which the children composed group

reports.

Writing a report of the puppet show to be pub-

lished by the High School Press Club.
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2. Individual reports.

Vllien the children worked in cOillnittees, it

t customary for one member of eEwh committee to report

.. to the group 8.t the close of the gerioCc so that every-

one would know what had been accomplished. ~'Tuch of

this type of reporting was dODe durinG the time the

children were building their house. One morniD~ the

followinG committee reports were given.

The Roof Committee

','fa have the roof c)_one.

We finished nailing it to the house.

Now it is ready to paint.

The Chimney Committee

Jimmie sawed the last piece for our chimney.

Beth and I painted the other pieces red.

1,7e have to nail it togethE:r and make it look

like bricks.

The Door Committee

We finished 8awing the window in the door.

Zola and Violet worked on the door-knob.

The Step Committee

We worked the clay.

It needs to dry some more before we can make

our step.
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The Porch Committee

We have the pieces nailed together.

We need SOlle help to put it on the house.

Other situations in which ind ividual reports were

given.

Reporting the work of the furniture committees.

Reporting the trip to the grocery.

S. SUlmnaries.

1. Group.

Stories or records of experiences were the most

common type of su~nariescomposed by the group.

They were kept in chart form as a ~ermanent record.

When the children made the fur'n i ture for the ir house,

they composed a summary about each article they

made. The summary of the making of a chair serves

as a sample.

Billy brought a box.

We used it to make a chair.

Our chair has a' bcwk and four legs.

We painted it brown.

Other situations in which summaries were composed.

Social Studies.

Su~arizing the work of the various house committees.

Summarizing the Vlork of the furniture com.llittees.
Records of excursions.

Social situations.
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Records of incidental occurrences in the room.

Caring for the gold" fish.

,
2. Individual summaries.

After the children had. acquired some degree of

skill in composing a class summary by answering

leadine; questions, individuals were encouraged to

compose summaries. The class selected the best,

or good parts from more than one summary, to be

used as the permanent record of the unit. These

individual summaries furnished a record of how the

table was mB~e for the play house. Two individual

summaries were given. The one accepted by the class

for the permanent record is a combination of the two.

The Table.

We moo.e our table of an old box.

It has four legs.

It is painted brovm.

-- - ------t'Iartha

The Table

We made our table of wood.

Martin brought the box.

We put four legs on our table

We painted it brown.

---------Lucille

The Table

Martin brought a box.
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Other occasions for observing CO~TIon conventions.
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We~sed it to mw{e a table.

Our table has four legs •.

It 'is painted brown.

Other situations in which the children composed individual

summaries.

Reporting the Vlorle of the furniture committees.

Reporting excursions.

Common conventions.

Occasions arose almost daily for practicin3 such com-

mon courtesies and conventions as thanking for gifts and

favor's, asking pardon, and greetinG people. On Eargaret' s

birthday her mother gave a party at school for her and

the children. The children greeted ~argaretts mother

and wished L:argaret a happy birthday. They thEmh:ed the

children viho helped serve the refre shments, and thanked

h~argaret and her mother for the party.

Entertainments.

Receiving gifts, favors, and services.

Asking pardon.

Greeting people.

1. Stories.
,

a •. Group.

The children were encouraged to bring pictures
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to school. 1'.ITany of these pictures furnished the

ideas for such creative work as class stories.

These 'stories were usually built up by the children

through the answers to questions ask~d by the teach

er. The purpose of the teacher's questions was to

direct the thinking of the children and to give

unity and coherence to the cOffiposition work. ,One

day a child brought a picture of a little girl wash

ing dishes. The story and the converse.tion which

led up to it is given as it appears in the d iDry.

Teacher: lTI1at is the little girl doine?

Child: ';rashing dishes.

Teacher: Yfuy?

Child: Because Mother is sick.

Child: Because .Gaddy is sick.

Child: Because IJiother is te.lking on the t"elephone.

Teacher: ;TIlich reason do you think is best?

Child: Because she is talking on the telephone.

Teacher: Then tell in a sentence vlhat happened

before this picture was take:l.

Child: The telephone rang.

Teacher: When?

Child: After dinner.

Teacher: Make Martha's sentence tell that.

Child: The telephone rang after dinner.

Teacher: How soon after dinner?

Child: Right after dinner.

Child: Just after dinner.

Teacher: Which is the most important part of this

sentence?
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Child: The telephone rang.

Teacher: Save the most important part of the sen-
.

"tence till last. Tell us, first, when the tele-

phone rang.

Child: Just after dinner, the telephone rang o

Teacher: Let us put that sentence on the board.

Now what did Mother do?

Child: 1J10ther went to answer the telephone.

Child: We don't need to say telephone aGain.

Teacher: What could we say?

Child: Mother' went to an swer it.

Teacher: Then what h8~pened?

Child: ~ane done -

Teacher: Jane did -

Child: Jane did the dishes.

Child: I think it sounds better to say, "Jcu1e

washed the d ish8s."

Teacher: When did Jane wash the dishes?

Child: V'lhile rv;other was sane.

Teacher: Tell us all of that in a sentence. Tell

us, first, when Jane washed the dishes.

Child: While Nother was gone, Jane washed the

dishes.

Child: We don't need to say Mother age,in. We

could call her II she II •

Child: 7lhile she was gone, Jane washed the dishes'.

Teacher: How did Mother feel?

Child: Happy.

Teacher: What do you think she said?
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Child: She said, uThank you. II

Teacher: When did she say it?

Child: \Vhen she came back.

Teacher: Can you tell all of that in on$ sentence?

Child: When she came back, she said, "Thank you,

Jane. tl

Child: You can't tell v7ho II she" is.

Child: When l:Lother came back, she said, "Tha.Y1k

you, Jane."

Teacher: Let us read our whole story.

Ollild: I think we should n&ile it first.

Teacher: What shall Vle name it?

Child: Jane~

Child: Washing dishes.

Child: Jcme and :Tother.

Teacher: Let us vote on those names.

(The children voted. The name, II Jane and I'lother"

was selected.)

This is the story.

Jane and rilo ther •

Just after dinner the telephone rang.

Eother went to an swer it.

While she was gone, Jane washed the dishes.

When Mother came back, she said, I'Thank -yo:J..,

Jane. rl

Other stories were composed by the group sometimes

with and sometimes without the stimulation of pictures.
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b. Individual stories.

After the children develQ~ed some ability in

composing stories about pictures through res~)onse

to the teacher's questions, they were given oppor

tunities to compose their o\m stories. The teacher

usually directed the thinking of the children by

asking leading questions before the stories were

told. One day the teacher brought to class a picture

of a baby in a high chair. A little girl, with a

clown doll in her hand, stood by the chair. Atten

tion was called t~ the objects in the picture.

The teacher aslced, t1\'lhat is the 1 ittIe girl do ing?

VThat does the baby want? What do you think happened?"

The followinG stories were told by the children:

Ifartha: The little girl is talking to the baby

while he is eatin8.

He is drinking his milk.

Mother is washing the clothes.

The little Girl is entertain j.ng the baby.

Zola: The mother was getting breru{fast.

The little baby was asleep.

She wolce up.

She ate her breakfast.

The little girl played with her.

Bertha: Mother tool\: a nap.

Baby saw the clown doll and reached for it.

She spilled her glass of milk.

The little girl cleaned it up.



Then she got the baby some more mill\:o

Josephine: The baby saw the clown.

The little girl watched. the baby.

They went outdoors to play.

They played in the play house.

~artin: Oh~ Baby~ Oh~ Baby~

Mary came along and said,

"What you want? 1.7hat you want?

Here's a little clown. Here's a little clown. 1I

Baby askec_, "ls he a dolly?"

liNo. No. IT 0 • II

Good -by. Good -by. Good -by. "

Bernice: A little girl wanted to play TIith the baby.

She haon t thad breaJIfast yet.

She fed the baby.

They went outdoors and played house.

Violet: The baby wanted her breakfast.

The little girl dressed her.

Then she ate her breakfast.

The little girl brought her doll.

Then they ate breakfast and played dolls.

other situations in which individual stories were told.

Reporting out-of-school experiences.

Discussing Civic Workers.

2. Riddles.

The children liked to bring their toys from home

·to show to the rest of the boys and girls. Sometimes
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they brought them wrapped. Guessing what waS in the

packages before they were opened, became a game. To

help the rest guess, the child who brought a toy made

up a riddle about it. The fo~lowing riddles were made

in this manner.

I have something hard.

It is used to jump with.

--------- a rope.

I have sOlllething made of Vlood.

It sails on the water.

--------- a boat.

I have something in different shapes.

Boys and girls like to eat them.

--------- cookies.

I have something hard.

It has pages to turn.

. --------- a book.

I have something round.

It is used to bounce.

--------- a ball.

It is made of steel.

It goes up in the air.

--------- an airplane.

Other topics about which riddles were made.

Civic workers.

Pets.

Animals.
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3. Poems.

The group poem lacks much of the spontaneity of

,the individual poem, but it is of value because it

.gives the child who never creates one by himself the

feelin8 of having had a part in m~{in6 so~ething

beautiful. One day some one broUGht a picture to

school. It shoTIed a little boy holding a toy airplane

and 1001;:j.115 up e,t a real airplane. 11'he children talktsd

about ~hat the little boy might be saying about the

airplane and 1,7hat he might be S8,y tnt:; to it. ,Some one

recalled a story read in class in TIhich there had

been a pOGm about an airplane. A list of rhyming ~ords

was dictated by the children and placed on the board

by the teacher. The follOWing rhymes were composed

by the children:

See the airplane fly~

It is up in the sky.

f

Flyaway, airplane,

Flyaway, it might rain.

Flyaway, airplane, flyaway.

Come again some other day.

Airplane, airplane,

Flyaway shoo ~

My airplane and I

Want to play, too.



Other pictures taught for appreciation are listed in

IlL M. Lester, Great Pictures and Th-eir Stories, Bool:: I.
pp. 42.

See her wooden shoes.

Look at the dolly.

It's a little Dutch girl.
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vias told to the chilc5.ren. A large picture vias placed

Appendix D•.

She has lost one shoe.

That's her mother.

No. I think it's her grandmother.

commented freely, expressing their appreciE.tion of

before the group. Each chile had a snaIl copy.

the picture 0 The following arE: some of their comments:

Isn't she pretty?

Following the reading of the story, the children

"With Grandma" by MacEwen. The stOl'ly ·of the picture

was told as given in the book, Gre~1 Picture~ and

Their Stories, Book I by Lester. l Following the story

of the picture, something of the life of the artist

!

2.' Story appreciation.

Story appreciation was developed somewhat as

fdllows:The choice of stories usually centered

. "'around ~"something common to the children's experiences.

H: Appreciatio~.

1.·' Pictures.

One,'day the teacher brought to class the picture,
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Stories about petsvrere always popular with the children.

One day the teacher brought to school a new book called,

Here Bingo. 2 Bingo was a dog who ran away from home.
,

His adventures and how he was returned to his hOlUe gave

a.ctl011 and interest to the story. The children had

been telling interesting experiences they had had. I].'he

teacher picked up the book and said, "Bingo had s~me

interesting experiences, too. Listen to see what hap-

pened to him. Perhaps he has done some of the same

things you have done." The story was then read to the

children. The illustrations were shown as the story

was read. The children commented on the parts of the

story they enjoyed. The following comments were made:

Isn't he cute?

There's the ashman again.

My dog ran away from home once, too.

I think he'll stay at home now.

He ought to like the ashman, now.

Although the children did not respond directly to the

teacher's motive question, their reactions were spon-

taneous and to the point so that it did not seem nec-

essary to hold them to the motive. Later, as the writer

tried to develop a better technique of discussion, she

held to response to the motive set up.

Other stories read for appreciation are listed in Appendix C.

2
Anne Sto~dard, Here Bingo.
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3. ~oetry appreciation.

One day each week was set aside for the enjoyment

?f poetry: V/hen a new poem Vias presented, the name

of the poem and the name of the author was written on

the board and told to the children. After the reading

of the poem, the children were encouraged to discuss

it. If anyone expressed a desire to hear it again,

the teacher gladly reread it. The children also

chose poems which they wished to hear. These poems

were read by the teacher. After many readings, the

children became familiar with parts of poems. '1'hey

often recited these in unison as the teacher read, for

example:

One day the new poem, "Jonathan Jo, II from WheQ We

Were Very Young, by A. A. l'ililnE? was read to the chil-

dren. Several children aslced to hear it again. The

poem was reread. The children commented ,on it telling

the parts they liked and the parts they thought funny.

These were some of their remarks:

I I d like to see his mouth like an "0 ".

He must be a funny man.

I'd like to smile at him.

I'd ask him for a doll.

Other poems read during this study together with the

frequency with which they were requested by the chil

dren are listed in Appendix B. The poems listed below

were read six or more times. Poems introduced late

in the year were frequently requested later but not



acts and listed the characters needed. Different

1. Dramatization.

children tried out for the parts of the various char-

9

6

6

12

11

16

14
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in time to'be recorded in this study.

Dorothy Aldis, "My Darling Litt'le Gold Fish. II

1;.. A. Milne, "The Three Little Foxes. II

A. A. Milne, "Down By The Pond. tI

A. A. Milne, "Jonathan Jo. "
A. A. fililne, "The King's Breakfast. "
A. A. I'i1ilne, "Vlaiting At The Window. "
A. A. .Milne, "Happiness. "

children were planning to entertain their mothers with

a Hallowe'en party, it was decided to drrunatize this

On Monday preceding Hallowe' en the teacher read

the story, "Little Jacko's Hallowe' en ."ll- Since the

acters. These performances were criticized by the

story for the entertainment. In a conversation period

the children divided the story into a number of short

rest of the group and tried again.

The following day different children tried out for

the parts in the short acts. Nearly every child was

given an opportunity to tryout for some part in the

play. The next day the performances were recalled and

a vote taken to select the. children for the characters~

The remaining children, who constituted the audience,

watched the performance and made suggestions to improve

the play which was given at the Hallowe'en party.

4
Diemer, G. W. ~ Stor~~. pp.199.

I. Reproduction.
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other dramatizations.

Stories read in reading.

Conventions.

Duties of the Civic Workers.

2. Story telling.

Another form of reproduction which calls for in-

dividual performance is story telling. The children

were encouraged to tell, at school, stories they h8~

heard in kindergarten or at home.

One day the teacher brought to class a picture of

a mother reading to a little girl. The discussion of

the picture led the children to tell stories they had

heard at home. Many of the stories told were familiar

to the group, but the children enjoyed them because

they were f~~iliar and because they were well told. The

choice of stories showed the children's enjoyment of

action and dra~atic conversation. These are the stories

told by the children.

Josephine: The Gingerbread Man.

Bertha: Little Red Riding Hood.

Vernice: The Three Bears.

Amy: Little lfiiss ]\!Iuffett. (This was told in

story form.)

3. Picture show.

Another form of reproduction was illustrating a

story with pictures. One day the teacher read the

story, flDish Pan Sleds 1/ .5 The children en j oyed it so

5Rose Lucia, Peter and Polly in Winter, p. Ill.
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needed to make the story complete. A list of the nec

essary pictures was made. The following day they were

drawn •

In a discussion period the children, With the help

of the teacher, planned to fasten the pictures together,

place them on rollers, use a box for a stage, and So

have a moving picture show.

When the show was finished, the children decided to

give it for the Second and Third Grades. '11hey planned

to have some one tell the story as the pictures were

shown. Several children tried out. Martha was selected

because the children thought she told the story best.

The children then selected a hostess to receive the

guests at the door, an announcer to announce the pro-

gram, and stage managers to draw the curtains. Letters

of invitation were written. This activity covered a

week and provided numerous opportunities for natural

English expression.

Puppet show.

·The procedure in making the puppet show was in many

:1'",
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ways similar to that used in preparing the dramatization

and the picture show. The children worked out a puppet

sl).ow based on a story called "Peter's Dream. ,,6 The

teacher read the story. In a conversation period the

children made a list of the materials needed to make

the puppets and the stage. These were made in the art

class. The children to operate the puppets were selec-

ted by having different ones tryout and the best being

chosen. The show was given to entertain another room.

This activity also provided numerous opportunities for

free natural English expression.

II. Situations involving written expression.

A. Letter writing.

1. Group.

The occasion for writing to a sick friend serves

as an examole of how a group letter was composed.

Lucille had been absent because of illness. ~::::any

interesting thinGs had happened during her absence.

The children decided to write to her telling her

some of the things they had been doing. The chil-

dren planned and dictated the letter, observing the

form as the teacher wrote the letter on the black-

board. This experience prepared them to meet sit

uations in which they would need to write individual

letters, and gave them the idea that writing is as

much a means of communicating thought as speaking.

This is the letter dictated by the children and

6c. T. Whitcomb, M~ Health Habits. p. 36.
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written by the .teacher. The writer realized that it in-

eludes a great many different topics, but the number of

interesting things which had been happening was the reason
t

for writing the letter. Later she tried to show the

children that a good letter should contain fewer 'topics

for discuss ion.

Dear Lucille,

We hope you will be well soon. We have

had a good time. We have mi ssed you. We want

to tell you some of the things we have been doing.

We went to the library. T[{e brought some

books home with us.

We made some posters. One shows a good brewt-

fast. One shows a good lunch. One shows a good dinner.

We had a puppet show. The name of it was

l/Peter's Dream." The Second and 1'hird Grades came

to our show.

We read a good story this morning in reading.

It was about "The Fun Box. 1I

'v1e have finished our reading books .iie can

tWte them home for one night.

Your friend s,

The First Grade.

other types of letters and notes which were planned by

the group.

Thanking people for help.

Thanking people for gifts.
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Writing invitations.

Accepting invitations.

2. Individual letters.

There were many letters which the individual children

needed to write. ~hen this was true, the letter was

planned first and the writing period was devoted to

mastering the mechanical difficulties. The teacher

was then free to help those who needed it. The occasion

for one note written by the children was interesting

in that it revealed the children's feeling of need for

express ion. They had fin ished the house. IfIany of them

expressed the wish that their mothers might see it.

In a discussion perioQ the children decided to write

letters telling t:i1.eir mothers about the house. .Each

child wrote the following note:

Our house is done.

Other letters written by the children.

Invitations.

Accentan CGS.

Requests.

Thank you notes.

B. Writing notices and announcements.

The need of learning to write notices and announcements

arose in the following situation: The children had been .

discussing the appearance of the room, the halls, and the

playground. As a result of their discussion, they made
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a poster ShOYling a little boy and girl picking U:9 scraps

and putting them in a waste basket! The poster was placed

where all could see it, in oro.er that others miGht become

interested in helping keep the school neat and clean. rhe

following legend was written by each child.

"Keep the play ground clean. II

A committee selected the best one to place under the poster.

c. Writing comoositions.

The children had cO:lrposed a number of group and incii

vidual stories about pictures. rrhese were usually printed

on a chart anQ saved. The children planned to compose a

story they could write. Some one haeL brought a 'Jicture of

a little boy 1,7ith his sled. The chilc~ren sug8Gsted that

the folJ.owin5 sentences be written and placed on the bul

let:ln board with the picture.

I have a sled.

r like to play.

Later, the children showed interest in writing indi

vidual compositions. One morning Elizabeth ".{rote on the

blackboard,

I have a cat.

Both the teacher and the children read her sentence

and complimented her. The following morning Alice wrote,

r have a cat.

He likes milk.

After this the children frequently asked for writing paper



to use in spare time. Some of the compositions which they

wrote voluntarily are given below.

I am Mary.

I am a girl.

I am good.

I have a cat.

My cat likes milk.

IllIte to play.

I like to play ball.

I have a cat.

I like my cat.
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2. Description.Qf~ unit within the study l!§. 11 sample

of the technique~ and the mateRigls secured. Units of work

provided centers of interest for many of the room activities and

furnished the basis for numerous English experiences. At the

time this study was being made, much of the work centered in a

unit on Community Life. To illustrate the possibilities in

English expression from such a center of interest, the writer is

including samples of the various types of children's contribu

tions. These in many cases illustrate the techniques used in

teaching.

The ~pproach was made as follows: the children had just

finished a study of home and family life. They han built and

furnished a play house. As soon as the furniture was moved

into the house, the teacher began to discuss the dependence of

the family on the people in the community. This discussion led

the children to want to find out more about the community in

which they lived and the people who helped them. :[1heir motive

for the activities which followed was to find out in what ways

they were dependent on the Ci.vic Workers in the community and

in what ways they could cooperate with thern.

The phases of community life studied by the children were:

the post office, the newspaper, the creamery, the ice plant,

the police department, the fire department, the street cleaning

department, the library, and the grocery. They were considered

one at a time. As each was stud.ied, the children gained infor-

mation through discussion, excursions, construction, reaDinG

stories, and preparing reports. The writer has attempted in the

sample lessons which follow to illustrate the different types

of activities, avoiding any unnecessary repetition.
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The Post Office

I. Situations involving oral expression.

A. Conversations.

1. Giving experiences.

'During their study of the Post Office and the

work of the 90stma~, the children related various

experiences concerning ~hem. ~ost of these were

related at free periods as sDontaneous contributions.

They are listed below.

IIJ;argaret: I saw a postman on the vlay to school this

morning.

Bobby: Saturday the postman left two letters at our

house. I WE~S out doors, and he gave them to me.

Beatrice: I saw the postman take the letters out of

a box. He had to unlock it with a key.

Anna: I mailed a letter at the post office. I had

to bUy a stamp.

Bernice: I went with Mother to mail a package. It

cost eight cents.

Janet: (Painting at the easel near the window.)

There's the postman across the street now. He

is getting the letters out of the box.

The children went to the window to see. These

comments were made.

He is putting them in his bag.

Look at his cap.

His suit is just like the one our postman wears.

They all wear that kind.
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I know what he is going to do with the letters.

He will take them to the train.

He has to talee them to the post office first.

vTny?

They might not all go to the same place.

2. Flann ing.

The following lesson shows how the study of trie

post office was introduced, how interest was aroused,

and hoy.' the children planned for an excursion.

Teacher: Where does your grandmother live?

Child: On sixth street.

Child: With us.

Teacher: If your grandmother lived far away, and you

wanted to tell her something, how would you do it?

Child: Write to her.

Teacher: How would she get your letter?

Child: Through the mail.

Teacher: Who would deliver it? . (That means take it

to her.)

Child: The postman.

Teacher: How does the postman help us?

Child: He brings us letters.

Child: He brings us cards.

Child: He brings us packages.

Child: No, the parcel post man does that.

Child: Yes, but they all come from the post office.

Over near Indianapolis.

A long ways frow here.

Child:

Child:
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Teacher: .~fuat do the' people at the post office do?

Child: They send letters.

Teacher: ~ If you were in a post office, what would you

look for? (Teacher writes as children dictate.)

Child: Where to mail packe..ges.

Child: Where to mail letters.

Child: Where to bUy stamps.

Child: Yv'here to get letters if they are not delivered.

Child: How do they 1mow hoyv many stal11ps to put on

packages?

Teacher: How could we find out these things?

Child: Ask some one.

Child: Have some one ask the postman.

Teacher: How could we all find out?

Child: We could ask a postman to come here and tell us.

Child: We could go there.

Teacher: Where?

Child: To the post office.

Teacher: Vfuen could we go?

Child: Some morning.

Teacher: Then suppose we go tomorrow morning. What

are some of the things we will need to think

about on our trip?

Child: We ought to go quietly.

Teacher: Yfhy is that important?

Child: Because if anyone sees us on the street, we

want them to think we are polite.

Child: We couldn't hear the cars if we were noisy.

Teacher: What else must we remember?
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Child: We ought to all stay together.

Teacher: Why?

Child:· Because if there is anyone telling us something,

we would all want to hear it.

Child: On the way, we could watch the traffic better

if we were all together.

Teacher: Does that make you think of something ~lse

we need to remember on the way?

Child: Watch for cars.

Child: Watch the traffic lights.

~eacher: How do they help?

Child: They tell us when to stop and when to go.

Child: They stop the cars so we can go, too.

Teacher: IVhat would you do if you came to a corner

where there was no traffic light?

Child: I'd look both ways and if there was a car com

ing, I'd wait till it went past.

Teacher: Is there anything you need to remember when

you get in the post office?

Child: Be quiet and listen to what they tell us.

Teacher: How must you listen?

Child: Nice.

Child: Polite.

Teacher: I know a better word that tells that.

(This is the word 'courteously'.)

Child: That means something like politely.

Teacher: Yes. I have written these rules on the

board as you gave them. Read them to us.

Child: . Go qUietly. Stay together. Watch the traffic.



arose and how it was solved.

He must DUt the mail in the box.

Then he must blow his whistle.
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Teacher: Those rules tell us how to act on the way to

the post office. This one tells us how to act in

problem, how to make a mail box for the playhouse,

The following lesson shows the way in which the

the Dost office. Read it to us.

ing if the weather permits. Let us see if we can

The postmml must wear the bag.

Some one in the house can come out to get the mail.

there. We have our questions here on the board.

find the answers to these questions when we get

Child: Listen courteously.

Teacher: We know how to go. We shall go in the illorn-

They formulated these directions.

Read. them to us. (Child reads.)

(The children's discussion following the trip is

given under Reports p. 65.

In another perj_od the children planned to play postman.

Child: I liked the postman we saw on the street.

Teacher: What does he do?

3. Solving a group problem.

How the problem arose.

Teacher: ~Vhat did you enjoy most about our trip to

the post office?

Child: I lilced to vmtch them put the E:ail in the

truck.
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Child: He carries mail in his bag.

Child: He takes it to peoples' houses.

Teacher:, How does he Imow vlhere to leave the letters?

Child: It tells on the envelopes.

Child: You have to write the street number on a letter.

Teacher: What does he do with the letters?

Child: He puts them in the mail box.

Teacher: Draw a picture on the board to show us how

your mail box looks. (Child draws.)

Child: Ours doesn't loole 1 ike that.

Teacher: Draw yours for us. (Child draws.)

Teacher: Why is Lucille's :nail box different from

yours?

Child: 'Cause-------

Teache.r: Because.

Child: Because she lives in the country.

Child: Lucille's mail box would be on a pos t and

ours is on the hous e. 1·.ly grandmother has one

on a post out by the road.

How the problem was solved.

Teacher: If we were going to play postman, what

kind of mail box would we want?

Child: One that goes on a house.

Teacher: Yfuy?

Child: We could put it on our play house.

Teacher: What could we make it of?

Child: Ours is made of tin.

Child: But we couldn't make a tin one.

T.eacher: What could we use?
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Child: Wood.

Child: Paper.

Child: A paper one would tear.

Cnild: It wouldn't tear if we used heavy paper.

Teacher: There is some tag'board in the closet.

See if you think it would do.

Child: It would be spoiled if it got wet.

Child: Yes, but it won't get wet on our play house.

Teacher: Since we can't use tin, and our mail box

won't get wet, do you think this will do?

,Child: Yes.

Teacher: Then how shall we ma~e it?

Child: We will have to have a committee.

Teacher: Why?

Child: Because we couldn't all work on it at once.

Teacher: Whom should we have on that cOlnmittee?

Child: I thinl{ it ought to be some one who hasn't

been on a committee for a long time.

Teacher: Shall I choose the committee?

Children: Yes. (Teacher selects committee.)

Teacher: How big do you. want that committee to

make your mail box?

Child: About this big. (Measures with hands.)

Teacher: Get the yard stick and we can measure that.

(Measures.) That is six inches long.

How wide do you-think it should be?

Child: About this wide.

Teacher: (Measuring. ) That is four inches wide.

child: CariI· --- - ..;,...;-
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Teacher: May I.

Child: May I make his bag while they are doing that?

Teacher: ,Yes. Vlliat would you like to do, Gregg?

Child: I want to draw his truck.

Teacher: Can each of you draw something you saw at

the post office?

Child: If we all draw something different, our pictures

will tell about our trip.

Teacher: Yes. '.'That can we do a.fter the committee

fastens the mail box on our house?

Child: We can play postman. I'd like to be the

postman.

Child: I think we should take turns.

Teacher: We can all play if we do that.

In a similar manner the children planned how to

ffi&te a mail bag for the postma~ to use.

B. Reports.

When the children returned from the post office, they

discussed their trip telling what they had seen. The

following lesson shows how their reports TIere given.

Teacher: Before you went to the post office, several

of you asked questions about it. Vfuat did you find

out that helped answer your questions?

Child: I saw where to buy stamps.

Teacher: How could you tell?

Child: It said Stamps over the window.

Teacher: How much does a stamp to mail a letter cost?

child:' I don't know.
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Child: I.know. It costs three cents because I bUy

them for mother lots of times.

Teacher: " What else did you find out?

Child: I saw where packages are mailed •.

Child: I saw a man \veighing a paclcage. He does that

to find out how much it will cost to send it.

Child: There was one window that said, "Air mail. II

We sent my aunt an air mail letter once for Christ-

mas.

Child: I saw a parcel post truck. 'l'hat's what they

use to bring packages to your house.

Child: They use a truck sometimes when you get a

special delivery, too.

Teacher: What is a special delivery?

Child: If you want a letter to go in a hurry, you can

pay another dime and they will hurry with it.

Teacher: Before we went, Mildred asked where to get

letters if they were not delivered. Did you find

that out?

Child: Yes, the man told us. I know where the window

is but I can't think of the name of it.

Teacher: Can some one help her? That is the General

Delivery Window.

C. Summaries.

At the end of the time spent in studying the post

office and the work of the postman, the children composed

a class summary. The following lesson shows how it was

motivated and gives the summary.
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Teacher: ¥Vhat are some of the things you have found

out about the postman?

Child: We found out what kind of clothes he wears.
t

Child: We found out that his bag is made of leather.

Child: We found out hovi 'iVe could help him, too.

Teacher: If all the things we have learned were put

together, what would we have?

Child: A story.

Teacher: Yes, or sometimes we call that kind of story

a summary. ·What coulCi vie do with a summary ['.bout

the postman if we had it?

Child: We could rectd it, sometimes.

Child: If we had visitors, we could re~l it to them.

Child: We could make summaries about all the people

who help us. Then we could make a book out of

our summaries.

Teacher: If we are going to make a book, what vlill

we need to do with the informati'on - Vlhat do I

mean by information?

Child: The thin8s we have learned.

Teacher: Yes. ~Vhat will we need to do with the in-
•

formation we have about the postman?

Child: Make it into a story.

Child: We ought to have a picture to go with our story.

Child: We could use that picture Violet brought.

Teacher: \Vhat is our summary going to be about?

Child: The postman.

Teacher: I shall write that on the board. ~~at does
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the postman do?

Child: Brings letters.

Child:· He brings cards, too.

'l'eacher: Can you think of one v/Ord thEtt. means caros

and letters both?

Child: Mail.

Teacher: Now tell us what the postman does.

Child: He carries mail.

Child: But you don't know who does it.

Child: The postman carries mail.

reacher: If I wanted to know him when I saw him,

what would help me?

Child: He wears a blue suit.

Child: I think it sounds better to say, "His suit is

blue."

Teacher: W'ny?

Child: Because we always have too many sentences be

ginning with "he" when we write stories.

Teacher: How many of you 8~ree with Ann? Then we can

change it. Ylhat else would help us knoYl him?

Child: His bag.

Teacher: Tell us in a sentence what he does with

his bag.

Child: He carries a bag.

Teacher: VThat lcind of a bag?

Child: A big leather bag.

Teacher: Now tell us what he does with it.

Child: He carries a big leather bag.

Teacher: How does he bring the wail?
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Child: Hewall~s.. ' '

Teacher: Where does ,he walk?

Child:' T'O our houses.

Teacher: Tell us in a sentence what he 00es with

his bag of wail.

Child: He walks to our houses with his bag of mail.

Teacher: The postman works hard to help us. How

can we help him?

Child: Write plain on the envelopes so it will be

easy for hi1:1 to read.

'.i.'eacher: Yes, 'we say Vlrite addresses ~)lainly. Now

tell us in a sentence hOYT we can help him.

Child: We can help him by writing addresses plainly.

Teacher: I have v;ritten your sentences on the board

as you gtJvve them. Read the summary to us.

The Postman

The postman carries mail.

His suit is blue.

He carries a big leather bag.

He walles to our houses with his bag of mail.

We can help him by writing addresses plainly.

Teacher: I shall make a copy of your summary to be

placed in your book.

D. Common conventions.

In connection with the study of the post office and

the work of the postman, as well as in other phases of

the unit, the children had occasion to observe these

" conventions.
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1. Talking one at a time in conversation period.

2. Listening to others.

3. Making and accepting criticisms graciously.

4. Observing courtesies in walking on the street as:

keeping to the right, going qUietly down the

street, etc.

5. Greeting the people who met us.

6. Thanking them for their help.

E. Creat ive work.

1. Riddles.

In the English period one day the children were

making up riddles. Two about the postman were given.

1 wear a blue suit.

I carry a leather bag.

Who am 1?

1 drive a truclL

I bring packages.

Who am 1?

F. Reproduction.

1. Dramatization.

Under Planning p. 59, is given a summary of the way

in which the children planned to play postman. ThQY

played this game a number of times during free periods

in the weeks which followed.

Sample lessons from the study of the other phases of com-
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not answered in the talk.

\Vhat time do you start?
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When Billy cmne, the children had the opportunity of

Do you walk or ride?

How many papers do you carry?

How do you take care of the papers when it rains?

Please come and tell us about your work. Come

Wnere do you get your papers?

How do you fold your papers?

What is your bag made of?

\Vhen do you pay for the papers?

The J:lewspaper

The children discussed the work of the newsboy in deliver-

Thursday morning at 8:15.

The F'irst Grade.

The children planned to ask these questions if they were

Dear Billy,

ins daily papers. In a conversation period they decided to ask

,
munity life are giv~n below to illustrate additional types of

English activities.

a newsboy from the sixth grade to come into the room and tell

them about his Yvork. They dictated the following letter to the

listening attentively to another child. They had to decide

whether or not the questions they had planned to ask had been
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answered in the tal1{. They had the opportunity of asking

questions. They told the newsboy as he left that they he.d en

joyed his talk arid thanked him for coming.

The Creamery

After the trip to the creamery the children discussed the

work involved in preparing and delivering milk. They planned

to wash their rr.ilk bottles one morn ing after milk lunch. After

discussing the way in which the bottles were washed at the creB~-

ery, they formulated these directions for themselves.

How to Wash a Milk Bottle

Dip the bottle in warm water to keep it from breaking.

Wash it in hot soapy water.

Scald it.

Turn it upside down to dry.

The Ice Plant

vVhile the children were studying the value of the ice plant

and the work of the iceman, they planned and made a booklet show-

ing the foods kept in an ice box. 'rhey brought pictures from

home to p~t in the book. The project involved sorting and class-

ifying the pictures, working in committees, and reporting to the

group. The children divided their book into four sections:

meats, vegetables, fruits, and dairy products. Each section

was assigned to a committee. The committees mounted and labeled

the pictures. When the sections were finished, one member from

each committee showed the pictures to the group and told what
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,
they were. The completed sections were fastened together.

The children named it, "Our Ice Box Book. II They placed it on

the reading table tb enjoy.,

The Police Department

While the children were studying a~out the police depart-

ment, they told ways in which the policeman helped people.

One day Jimmie said, "I know a way the policeman helps. I've

made up a story about it. II He told the follo"wing story:

Once there were three little puppies.

One's name was Buddy.

He tried to climb but he coulc1n' t.

He barked for a policeman but he didn't come.

He barked for a ladder.

It was in the shed.

He tried to climb to the window.

Bobby gave him a push.

He landed on the roof.

He was afraid, so he barked to get down.

A policeman came and helped him.

The children made these comments after Jim,Ilie had fin ished.

A policeman would help your dog.

A policeman found my dog once when he was lost.

I think that policeman waS kind.

I liked that story.

The Fire Department

The children went to a fire station. They had the oppor-
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tunity' of listening ·to an adult and asking questions for in-

formation •. Their questions were as follows:

How do you know when there is a fire?
t

How do you know where to go?

~~ere do you sleep?

How long does it t~ce you to get ready to go?

How do you put out the fire?

The Street Cleaning Department

In connection with the work of the street cleaning depart-

ment, the children discussed the importance of keeping all

public places clean. They decided they could do their part

by helping to keep the school bu j.ldin2;s and grounds clean.

They planned and made a poster asking others to help. Repre

sentatives were selected to explain the poster to the various

rooms and to ask their help in the project. Several children

discussed what they thought should be said. The following

announcement was agreed upon.

We are trying to keep the school ground clean.

We have made this poster.

It asks you to help us.

We came to ask if you would help.

Making this announcement gave several children an oppor-

tunity to talk before a group of children older than themselves.

They felt the importance of expressing themselves clearly and

of being ready to answer the questions asked by the audience.
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Public Health

The work of the doctor, the dentist, and the nurse was

studied from the standpoint of prevention of illness. The

children discussed the importance of food in relation to health

and they made pictures showing balanced meals. They wrote in

outline form the list of foods for the three meals. The lists

follow:

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

1. Toast 1. Bread 1. Bread

2. Butter 2. Butter 2. Butter

3. Orange 3. Soup 3. Meat

4. Cereal 4. ,salad 4. Corn

5. Cocoa 5. Apples 5. Peas

6. Milk 6. Salad

7. Peaches

8. Cake

9. Milk

The Library

The children visited the library. Each child brought a

book home with him. As the children read their books, they

took advantage of any spare time to tell what they were about.

SOIDe of their reports follow:

Beatrice: I had Ameliar Ann Stiggins.

She took cakes horne from a party in her unbrella.

I don't think she wanted to steal them, because she

wanted them for her little brothers and sisters.
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Vernice: My book had lots of stories in it.

I liked the one about Peter Rabbit.

He went to the garden.

He didn't get any berries and cream.

Zola: I read about the three kittens.

They lost their fIli ttens, but they founa. them again.

Then they got some pie.

The Grocery

The children visited a small neighborhood grocery, a large

dovm t01m grocery, a self service store, and a market. They

pointed out these differences.

In the small store there is only one clerk. He owns

the store. He [5ets your meat and Groceries, too. You pay

him for all of them.

In the big store there are many clerks. One clerk

gets your groceries. Another one gets your meat. You pay

the cashier.

In the self service store you get your ovm groceries.

At the door you pay the cashier.

In the market you buy each thing from a different

clerk. You pay for each thing when you get it.

Many other examples of the possibilities for English based

on the unit, Community Life, might be included. The writer feels

that a sufficient number has been provided to show that there

are possibilities to practice naturally the skills necessary

to meet. the most important of the life situations outlined by

the Course of Study.



reached.

standards of criticism. The results were measured in terms of

clusions reached on the basis of data reported.
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c. Plan for Measuring Growth

•

In order to measure the progress made by the children

'......

the test is subjective in method of scoring and the results

The recommendations in the Indiana State Course of Study

in Oral andiritten i"xpress ion 'were the basis for the teaching

chapter reuorts the analysis of the data and the conclusions

the English achievement of the children at the beginning of

the study and again at the end. Although she recognizes that

during this study, the writer maile a careful analysis of the

1. Test results. As a part of the program for measuring

results the writer used the test devised by Shepherd which has

ability in the use of technicalities, c~nd Imowledge of the

available data. This data included the results shown by the

Shepherd test, an informal survey of existing >-~nglish errors,

and the concrete material contributed by the chilcJ.ren. This

and reports, ability in letter vlritin5 and creative writing,

pected outcomes include: ability in conversation, discussion,

errors, and the analysis of the concrete material secured from

been described earlier. By means of this test she measured

show the relation between the measurement and the goals set

recorded in this study. The goals set U9 in the chart of ex-

reported in turn. In each case the writer has attempted to

these goals. A copy of this chart will be found in Appendix E.

Since the Shepherd test, the informal survey of English

up in the Course of Study. She has tried to justify the con-

the children were all used in measuring results, each has been

i, .
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not statistically accurate, she feels justified in using it
.

because standardized tests are not available and it 60es attempt

to measure approximately the outcomes outlined in the Course of
,

Study. Examination of the items tested (See Figure 5.) will

shoW' that a number are intrinsic in the skills set up for achieve

ment: (1) ability to take part in conversation, discussion,

and reports, (2) possession of aiiequate vocabulary to meet the

needs of expression, (3) knowledge of sentence structure such

as sentence sense, content, and types, and (4) ability in letter

writing and creative writing.

Definite directions are given for administering and scoring

the test. These were carefully followed. The preliminary

test was delayed until the third and fourth weeks of the terQ

in order that the writer might have the opportunity of becoming

acquainted with the children. The final test was given eighteen

weeks later. In cO~lipliance with the rules given by Shepherd,

each of the twenty children was given a mark of A, ~, or Q

on each of the twenty items. The mark of A indicated a good

response, the mark of B indicated a fair response, and the

mark of Q indicated a poor response.

In ,order to secure a numerical interpretC!.tion for the pur-

pose of comparison, the marks were weighted. The mark of A

was given a numerical value of 3, the B, a value of 2, and the

C, a value of 1. Since a mark of A was valued at 3, the in

dividual scores on these items ranged between 0 and 60. Ex-

amples are given below to show the numerical interpretation of

the marks on one test item and of the Scores of an individual

pupil.

When the marks, A, B, and C, on the item, t1Voluntarily
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were interpreted numerically, the results were expressed as

When the weighted scores for an individual child, Gregg,

Gregg's improvement is 21, the difference between the weighted

scores of 33 and 54. In the sa.1Jle manner each child's marks

80

36

48
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.Weighted
Valuec
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-72

B

10

12

A

5

3

8Second test

First test

Difference

Weighted
A B C Score

First test 1 11 8 33

Second test 14 6 0 54

Difference 13 -5 -8 21

Number of items on which Gregg
received each mark

shown on the graph in Figure 5.

were weighted and the values computed. The improvement is

follows:

were weighted, and his scores on the two tests were computed.

The improvement is shown in the graph, Figure 6.

The test results indicate that the group as a whole had

made improve~ent on every item included in the test. The

greatest improvement was made on the items: (1) "Gives a short

, ~'
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·study ~s measured by the scores made on Shepherd's test.
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'original story, II and (2) I1Writes a. few words." These were the

items revealed by the survey test to be ,in need of improvement.

The low scores on these items were accounted for by lack of

practice. The test results indicate that the English program

provided has led to improvement. The least amount of improve

ment had been made on the items: (1) "Voluntarily contributes

in the conversation of the group," (2) "Has a vocabulary O.r

2500 words," and (3) "Avoids slang. 11 The improvement was small

in each case because the weighted values given to each item

were co::.rlparat ively high on the first administration of the test,

beine; 36, .41, and )+3 respectively, out of a possible 60 points,

indicating that the need for irr:provement was not great. The

excessive use of the vrord II and II Vias 3.1so mentioned in the de-

scription of the situation as being in need of attention. The

test results show the improvement to be a difference of 21 be-

tween the wei.§Z.hted values given to the item on the two tests.

This improvement is average in comparison with that made on the

rest of the test items. It indicates that the teaching has

led to improvement, but that more practice is stilJ. necessary.

The average improvement mad.e on all the items is 20 points per

item. The results of the test together with the ~lount of

improvement made on each item are shown graphically in Figure 5.

As measured by the test, every child showed improvement

on the items included. The amount ~~ improvement varied from

10 to 31 points difference between the weighted scores on the

two administrations of t~e ~est.The child who showed only a

ten pO!llt Jinprovement had received a weighted ~core of 48 out
. ':"

'of' a po~sib1.e 60 points on the first administration of the test;
,
.~ the one 'who showed an improvement of 31 points had received

a'weightedscore of' 25' on the first test. The average irnprove-
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ment made was 20 points per child.. A comparison or' the improve-

ment made on this test with the I. Q.'s of the children shows

a correlat~on of' -.29 indicating that there was practically

no relation between I. ~. and the capacity to improve in English

usage as measured by this test. Figure 6 shows graphically

the amount of improvement made by each child during this study

as measured in the manner just described.

2. Vocabularl test. Although the improvement in vocabUlary

has been mentioned, further analysis has been made because of

its importance. The average number of words in the vocabUlary

of a six-y,ear-old child has been found to be 2500. The vocab

Ulary test used by Shepherd is a fifty word sampling of the

Thorndike Vlord list, the basis being the ability of the child

to use or understand every eightieth word in the list. This

test was given to each child individually at the beginning and

the end of this study. The results of the two administrations

of the same test show that the wnount of increase varies from

120 to 1120 words per child with an average increase of 424

words per child. At the beginning of the study ten children

were below the norm for their age and grade, and at the end of

the study only five Vlere below this level. These results in

dicate that the children have shown growth adequate to meet

the requirement of the Course of Study which states that the

child should develop a meaningful vocabUlary demanded by his

expanding interest. Figure 7 shows the size and increase in

each child's vocabulary.

The initial and final tE;lst results have been graphed in

Figure 8. They should be interpreted as follows: since twenty
t

children were tested on twenty items each, there was a total of

400 possible marks. As has been explained above, a mark of
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These results show a definite improvement in English skills by

the childr~n during this study.

3. Check Qn Engli£h errorfl. Correct usage was tested by

means of a survey of eXisting errors with a final check to

show improvement. The State Course of Study lists the following

~ was used to indicate a good response, a mark of B, a fair

response, and a mark of C, a poor response. The marks on the

two administrations of the test were distributed as follows:

correct forms to be mastered in the first grade: 1,~,~,

of the children and concrete evidence of improvement in English

secure definite information regarding the most common errors

and twenty-fourth weeks of this stUdy. During these three rep

resentative weelcs .she kept a pad and pencil with her and noted

every error as it occurred. The results of this record are

summarized below. Table V lists the errors noted in the speech

the expression of the children during the second, fourteenth,

of the children during the time the record was kept and tab-
;('

usage, the writer kept a record of all English errors noted in

ulates the frequencies with which they occurred. The totals

decreased as follows: 42 in the second week, 34 in the four

teenth week, and 28 in the twenty-fourth week. The total

~, do, ~, eat, run, he and 1., know, take, get, and .ill.Y

. mother, said, (instead of mY mother, she said.) In order to

, number of different errors tabulated in each of the three



Them books ----------- 1 ------------ 0 ------------- 0

*ls for are ----------- 1 ------------ 0 ------------- 0

Drawed --------------- 1 ------------ 0 ------------- 0

TVlenty-fourth
week

o ------------- 0

5 ------------- 6

3 ------------- 1

1 ------------- 0

1 ------------- 0

1 ------------- 0

1 ------------- 0

0 ------------- 2

1 ------------- 0

0 ------------- 1

Fourteenth
week

14

8 ------------

Second week

DURING THREE REPRE;SENT AT IV!!: WEEKS

Ain't

Can I

Error

More easier ---------- 0 ------------

Busted --------------- 1 ------------ 0 ------------- 0

Postmans ------------- 0 ------------

I for me ------------- 0 ------------

Set for sit ---------- 1 ------------ 0 ------------- 1

Seen for saw --------- 2 ------------ 2 ------------- 3

Thelrselves ---------- 0 ------------

TABLE V. NUMBER OF TIMES EACH8&l:lOR WAS MADE

Choosen -------------- 0 ------------

87

*Come for ca~e -------- 2 ------------ 0 ------------- 1

*Was for were --------- 1 ------------ 1 ------------- 4

Double negatives ----- 1 ------------ 2 ------------- 1

*Me for I ------------- 0 ------------ 4 ------------- 0

i~1other, she ---------- 3 ------------ 11 ------------- 3

Went and played ------ 0 ------------

*1 got ---------------- 0 ------------

i~im for he ----------- 0 ------------

·)(.Done for dId --------- 2 ------------ 1 ------------- 0

~. , Cause - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 4 - - - - - - - - - - - - 0 - - - - - - - - - - - - - 0
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TABLE V. (Continued)

Lied for lay ------- 0 ----------------- 0 ------------- 1

Shooked ------------ 0 ----------------- 0 ------------- 1

Give for gave ------ 0 ----------------- 0 ------------- 1

Buyed -------------- 0 ----------------- 0 ------------- 1

Knowed ------------- 0 -------,---------- 0 ------------- 1

Total errors ---- 42 ----~----------- 34 ------------ 28

~~Errors are included in the 1 ist recommended in the State

Course of Study for elimination in first grade.



that the-increase in number of errors from the second to the

dicating the frequencies with which they occurred as revealed

The final check indicates improvement. The writer believes
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Second Fourteenth Twenty-fourth
week week week

Error

Ain't for isn't or aren't 8 5 6

Mother, she for mother 3 11 3

Done for did 2 1 0

Come for came 2 0 1

Was for were 1 1 4

Is for are 1 1 0

Me for I 0 4 0

Got for have 0 1 0

Him for he 0 1 0

Total errors 17 24 14

list recommended by the Course of Study for elimination in

first grade. Some errors mentioned in the Course of Study were

not noted in the speech of the children. Some errors that were

noted were not listed in the Course of Study. Other errors

tabulated for these children were listed in the Course of Study

for elimination in a higher grade.

Nine of the errors noted in the speech of the children during

the weeks. in which the records were kep't are comparable to

errors recommended by the Course of Study for elimination in

first grade. These nine are itemized together with numbers in-

by the record.

'representative weeks is 14, 13, and 15.

The survey of existing errors among the children revealed,

as would be expected, that there was some variation from the
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acquainted. The decrease in number of errors from the four-

errors and their frequencies are given below:

Fourteenth TwentY-fourth
week week

Second
week

Error

Me for I 0 4 0

Ain't for isn't or aren't 8 5 6

Yffother, she for mother 3 11 3

Done for did 2 1 0

Total errors 13 21 9

~ourteenth week can.be accounted for by the increased freedom

with which the children expressed themselves as they became

better acquainted. ' The use of the word IIain't" in the twenty

fourth week is entirely due to the speech of one child.

other errors occurring two or more times in the speech of

Four of the forms which were incorrectly used two or more

times by one child during the weeks in which the record was

kept appear in the list assigned to the first grade. These

As in the case cited above, the writer believes that she can

account for the apparent increase in number of errors from the

second to the fourteenth week by the increased freedom with

which the children expressed themselves as they became better

improvement in the items in English usage recommended for elim

ination in the chart of expected outcomes.

teenth to the twenty-fourth week indicates that there has been

one child in this investigation during the three representative

weeks in which the record was kept are listed below:

Error Second Fourteenth rfwenty-fourth
'week week week

f'! Can I for may I 14 0 0

'Cause for because 4 0 0

Seen for saw 2 2 3
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The State Course of Study includes ~ in the list of correct

forms to be mastered in grade two, and can in the list for
" -

grade three. Because is not listed in the State Course of StUdy.

The frequencies indicate that the children have partially elim

inated these errors.



Gregg ------------- 3 ------------- 0 ------------ 2

Bobby ------------- 0 ------------- ':) ------------ 1'-

Mal....tha ------------ 0 ------------- I) ------------ 0'-

Josephjl1e --------- 4 ------------- 1 ------------ 4

Margaret ---------- 0 ------------- 1 ------------ 1

Beth ----------- 1 ------------- 0 ------------ 0

Janet ------------- 0 ------------- 1 ------------ 0

Violet ------------ 2 ------------- 1 ------------ 0

Bertha ------------ 3 ------------- 0 ------------ 1

Mildred ----------- 0 ------------- 0 ------------ 2

Jimmie ------------ 2 ------------- 4 ------------ 0

Lucille ----------- 1 ------------- 1 ------------ 0

Bernice ----------- I") ------------- 3 ------------ 2c..

Beatrice ---------- 0 ------------- 0 ------------ 0

...-mD a -------------- 4 ------------- 1 ------------ 2

Martin ------------ 8 ------------- 6 ------------ 6

Zola -------------- 0 ------------- 0 ------------ 1

.Amy --------------- 5 ------------- 6 ------------ 3

Edith ------------- 1 ------------- 4 ------------ 2

Vernice ----------- 6 ------------- 1 ------------ 1

Total errors ------ 42 ------------ 34 ----------- 28

DURING THREE HEPRESENTATIVE 1NEEKS

NUMBER OF ERRORS MADE BY EACH CHILD
92

Twenty-fourth
week

Fourteenth
weel{

Second week

TABLE VI.

Name
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oommon conventions, creative work, appreciation, and reproduc

tion.The samples from the diary illustrate the abilities of

the children in these types of expression. They show further

how the English program provided for improvement Of pronuncia

tion, sentence structure, correction of errors, and development

of vocabulary.

A comparison of the contributions of the children early in

the term with those recorded later shows improvement in timeli

ness, planning, organization, and ability to address an audience,

together with evidence of freedom from errors, more adequate

vocabulary. and improved sentence sense.

Certain weaknesses have been noted ln the results obtained

in oral expression. The two children who had particular diffi

culty in Dronunciation have shown improvement as evidenced by

their oral expression, but more attention will be needed to

completely eliminate their speech defects. It will also be noted

that there was great similarity in the creative work of the chil

dren. This was due, perhaps, to the formalized treatment of the

content material used in writing lessons. Elimination of this

weakness would probably necessitate individual assistance rather

than group instruction in writing.

The written expression of the children, constituting about

5 per cent of the English, included letter writing, the writing

of notices and announcements, and original compositions. The

sample lessons illustrate the abilities of the children and the

teaching methods employed. They show how the English program

provided for teaching the use of technicalities and for devel

oping freedom and spontaneity in expression. An analysis of

the concrete material reveals progress made by the children
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~n ability to express themselves M_equately and neatly in writing

with some control of the technicalities.

As in the oral expression, the chief weakness noted was

the similarity of original compositions. The l,vriter believes

that this is also due to the formalized treatment of the content

material in writing. W'nile the use of capitals and periods

seems to be a fairly well established habit with these children,

the writer advocates a maintenance program to provide continued

practice in the aoplication of these habits.

On the basis of the test results previously reported and

the analys~s of concrete exwnples showing how the goals set up

in the State Course of Study have been accomplished, the writer

feels justified in saying that there has been growth on the

part of the children in the expected outcomes for first grade.

On a basis of the conclusion reached from this study, she be

lieves that it is possible for a first grade group of children

to accomplish within a year the goals set forth in the State

Course of Study by following the suggestions offered therein.



IV. SUMIVIARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS,
FOR FURTHER STUDY

A. Summary

The procedures in this study may be summarized as folloVls:

1. The study involved the teaching of English to twenty

first grade children coming from good American homes and having

average or above average ability. Their chronological ages

ranged from five years and four months to six years and eleven

months with a mean chronological 8~e of six years and one month.

Their mental ages, as measured by the combined score of the

Detroit First Grade Test and the Pintner Cunningham Primary

Test, ranged from four years and no months to eight years and

six months with a mean mental age of six years and five months.

Their I. Q.'s as measured by the combined score on these tests

ranged from 80 to 131 with a mean I. Q. of 105.8.

2. The suggestions offered in the Indiana State Course of

Study in Oral and Written Expression were followed in the teach

ing. The educational principles were observed. The types of

English activities were selected from the Course of Study, and

the goals were set up in ~erms of the expected outcomes for

first grade as indicated on the chart page 146 in the Course

of Study.

3. The data used in the study were compiled by means of a

daily diary kept over a period of twenty-four weeks. In this

diary was recorded the concrete material resulting froIL the

English experiences of the children which consisted of the daily

lessons in English, the situations arising incidentally, and

95
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~he spontaneous contributions of the children.

4. Th~ sample lessons reported ind.icate the methods used

in teaching and the types of material secured from the children.

The types of lessons were carefully classified in .order to show

how the suggestions offered in the Course of Study were tween

care of. One lesson of each of the types recommended was re

ported in detail. The writer also included a detailed des~rip

tion of the teaching of one unit to show the possibilities

involved.

5. A test of English ability devised by Shepherd was given

at the beginning and the end of the period during which this

study was made. The test results t08ether with the concrete

material compiled, fUrnished the basis for evaluating the back

ground of English built up for the children and for measuring the

effectiveness of the English teaching done.

B. Conclusions

The following conclusions are based on the analysis of the

concrete material secured from the children and the results

shown by the tests:

I.. The State Course of StUdy in Oral and Written Expression

sets up the following goals for attainment in the first grade:

(a) ability to take part in conversation, (b) ability to use

words correctly including pronunciation, enunciation, correction

of errors, and development of vocabulary, (c) ability in the

use of correct sentence structure including knOWledge of sentence

sense, content, and types, (d) ability to dictate or copy a

simple note, (e) ability in creative speaking and writing, (f)

abilltytouse technicalities such as a capital at the beginning
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of a sentence and a ~eriod at the close, and (g) the ability

to observe the standards of criticism. The Course of Study

sets up principles to be observed, suggests methods to use, and

recommends experiences to be provided for the children in ac

complishing these goals. An analysis of the concrete material

secured from the children and the sample lessons reported in

this study convinces the writer that she is justified in saying

that the goals listed above have been attained through following

the suggestions offered in the Course of Study. The writer found

it helpful to supplement the suggestions offered in the Course

of Study with other literature in the field for suggestions to

to determine the situations from which content material could

be selected.

2. Analysis of other literature in the field of first

grade English provided the writer with the foll~wing list of

standards by which to evaluate the background of English built

up for the children: (a) can the children take part in conver

sation? (b) Can they organize what they have to say to the group

so that it will be interesting and easily understood? (c) Do

they use good English in oral and written expression? (d) Do

they show appreciation for literature? (e) Do they have vocab

ularies adequate to meet their needs for expression? (f) Is

there a feeling of freedom and. spontaneity in their expression?

A study of the reaction of the children to the English experi

ences provided during this investigation, the English expression

recorded in the diary, and the sample lessons reported in this

study, convinces the writer that there has been built up for

these children a background of English which compares favorably

with the standards listed above.
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, 3. Shepherd's test in English usage was administered at

the beginning and again at the end of this investigation. A

careful comparison of the items included in this test with the

goals set up in the Indiana State Course of Study in Oral and

Written Expression for first grade reveals that the test tests

outcomes emphasized by the Course of Study. Since each child

showed improvement on the test, the writer feels justified .in

saying that the English teaching done in following the sugges

tions proposed by the State Course of 'Study has been effective.

C. Reco~nendations for Further Study

Vfuile making this study, the writer met other problems of

interest which she feels would be worthwile for further inves

tigation.

1. Vrhen not guided by adult ideas, what is the nature of

children's conversations with one another?

2. On what basis do children select favorites from poems,

stories, and pictures presented for appreciation?

3. Vn1at is the relation between the six-year-old child's

speaking vocabulary and the vocabulary which he understands

in the speech of another?

4. If handwriting were taught through individual assis

tance rather than group instruction, what would be the effect

on the mechanical abilities of the children in writing?
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E. EXPECTED OUT'CaLmS IN ORAL A..l'JD WRITTEN EXPRESSION

I. Conversation, Discussion, and Reports.

Attitude of contributing and listening to conversation.

Knowledge of these cownon courtesies:

Avoid monopolizing the conversation.

Avoid interrupting needlessly.

A. Word usage

1. Pronunciation

Ability to pronounce correctly:

Words beginning with Q, Q, h, 1, £, sl, bl, ~,

ul, ill, th, wh, f, 1, y, ~, £, 2£, br, sh, and ch.

Words ending with.12, 11, t, £, .§., ill, 9., ~,

and v.

2. Errors

Ability to use correctly I, m~, ~~, ~, do, ~'

eat, £1ill., he and 1., lmov[, take, zet, and ~ mother

said, (instead of, .illY mother, sh~ gid) •

3. Vocabulary

The development of a meaningful vocabulary demanded

by the child's expanding interests. The ability to

relate out-of-school experiences.

B. Sentence structure

1. Sentence sense

Practice in telling one thing about the

subject under discussion.

Skill in completing fragments of sentences.

Ability to copy a single statement.
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2. Conten"f;,

Practice in giving orally. a sentence that tells

something.

An introduction to the idea of answering questions

with complete statements when complete statements

are needed.

3. Types

An introduction to the idea of answering questions

with complete statements when complete statements

are needed.

Practice in giving orally sentences that tell

something.

II. Letter writing

A. Types

Ability to dictate or copy a simple note containing

a salutation, body,and signature.

III. Creative writing

A. Functional centers of expression

Enjoyment in telling imaginative stories.

Ability to contribute naturally to the discussion

of stories and poems.

IV. Technicalities

A. Capitalization

The habit of capitalizing one's own nmne.

The habit of capitalizing the beginning word of

a sentence.

The habit of capitalizing the word, I.
B. Punctuation

The habit of placing the period at the close of

a statement.



III

'v. Standards of criticism.

A. Oral
,

Did I tell something worthwhile?

Did I plan what I would say?

Did the first sentence interest the audience in

what I told?

Did the last sentence clinch the point?

Did I stand where all could see me?

Did I speak clearly and distinctly?

Did I look at the audience?

B. Written

Is my work neat?

Did I punctuate the sentence?

Did I capitalize the beginning word in the sentence?
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